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Memoirs of NIDO EAST Presidency 2020 - 2022 

From October 1, 2020, I officially took over the duty and served as the president of the NIDO 
China East Chapter for a term of two years. On September 31, 2022, I will officially hand over to 
the next president.


First and foremost, I and the executive team 
sincerely acknowledge the leadership of the 
Honorable President, Madam. Abike Dhabiri in 
her global leadership of Nigerians in Diaspora 
organization worldwide. 


NIDCOM, through the FGN has successfully 
communicated the purpose of NIDO to Nigerian 
missions globally, to improve the cohesion and 
unity between nationals and the mission.


Thus, i want to express heartfelt appreciation to 
his excellency, Hon Consular Chimezie Okeoma 
Ogu (Shanghai). His Excellency Hassan 
Mohammed (Nigeria Trade & Investment Asia, in 
Shanghai).


I want to mention the various organizations with 
which EAST made a mark, as such, enjoy 
remarkable goodwill to the top. From Nigeria, 
NACCIMA, especially the research and policy 
department, NMA,MDCN, LCCI, MOFCOM (Africa 
dept Beijing),MOFCOM (Shandong), Shanghai 
Municipal investment Bureau. On African mission, 
we are a recognized body within five English 
speaking African missions situated in Beijing.


I also thank all the esteemed members from Eastern China Chapter for their understanding and 
support. All this would not have been possible without the support and assistance of my able 
Executive team, for tolerating the fast pace and sometimes, unilateral decisions imposed on them. 
Despite their busy schedules they always gave their support, it was never warmth as always but 
as a team, we allowed the common goals, define how we approached solutions for the good of 
the organization.
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I am a Nigerian, and it has been more than 10 years, I have lived, worked and done business 
abroad from Japan, HK, Australia and Singapore. I am currently living in Shanghai. As an 
individual, with discipline in Banking & Finance, Retail Management, and Managerial Economics, 
this has provided me the tools for leadership.


Years of living abroad, has not dampened love for country, hoping with the experience 
accumulated abroad, witnessing the industrial development of many Asian countries, these 
should be perfect empirical lessons that can be applied in Nigerian context.


Here, I would also like to give gratitude to all the non-members from various countries who 
provided various support, guarantees, access and held the diaspora organization in high esteem 
for the smooth dispensation of our duties and other cooperative initiatives. 


EMBRACING NIDO EAST CHINA 

Through deep consultation with my predecessor Dr Elijah Odii, invitation was extended to me to 
serve in the By-laws committee review and the National constitutional committee, which l humbly 
accepted. Through consultation on capacity building initiatives, the first E-commerce group 
project was launched, which despite COVID shocks was able to return Net (15%) fifteen percent 
to all it’s participants in the prime of Covid 19 albeit with some delays. 


Despite stumbling on NIDO as a Nigerian in China in early 2020, it was evident the NIDO Eastern 
chapter’s structure and operation, internally was very well apt at taking more outward ambitious 
responsibility, that could give our people the resilience to overcome various international 
pressures, legal issues, deteriorating work opportunities, inhibiting policies towards development 
for Nigerians as a startup or incorporation, the list goes on and on etc. This was what I was most 
concerned about and included in my manifesto while i contested for the office of the President of 
NIDO EAST China.


MILESTONES 

However, as a non-profit, non-governmental organization, no matter in any country, our 
responsibilities, effectiveness, and legality are quite limited, and all our actions must fall within the 
premise of local laws and regulations. This way, we are sure of not upsetting the international 
politics, economic, religious and other sensitive issues, so few comprehensive solution were 
proposed in piece meal at attracting leaders from both sides in confronting painful problems 
Nigerians in the East contended.


Despite the two years in office, we have not been able to solve many fundamental problems, but 
after joint attempt by me and my team, we can say Nigerians in the East, now enjoy considerable 
goodwill from various provinces on immigration matters, acceptance of legal documents from our 
missions, receptive to investment matters other than infrastructure investment from the Chinese 
Government, backed parastatals of various Ministries. Culturally and intellectually, Nigeria is now 
more than relevant within the expat Community on expat matters.  


We can also say we have a respectable, improved communication with our Consulate in various 
front and levels of engagement. 


From Head of Chancery of the Consulates, who communicates directly with the position of the 
Gen. Sec of NIDO EAST. The various attaches on investment, immigration and the Consular, that 
considers the input of the organization to dutifully notify the leadership of NIDO EAST China.



Although the international environment of these few years has not been very satisfactory, 
Nigerians and other foreigners have shown unparalleled friendship, joint information sharing, and 
encouraged a survival instinct. 


However i must say as a Nigerian, we were faced with a lot more, despite our bi lateral 
engagement with China and seeing the convenience Nigeria offers Chinese in Nigeria. I  must say 
thank you to all for trusting, it will pass, am proud of every Nigerian in the eastern Chapter.


Although the term is coming to an end, I would like to take this opportunity to briefly describe the 
motive behind the outreach in the past two years.


STRATEGIES AND EXECUTION  

1: Strive to meet the conditions of legal sojourn as an Organization, the requirement is evolving in 
my opinion as i found out through direct consultation with the Bureau in charge of organizations.


2: We were faced with leadership vacuum as there 
was not a consular for good 6 months into our 
leadership. However, we thank the then staff who 
were honest, sincere and worked tirelessly with 
NIDO EAST as equal in trying to reduce the 
numerous visa denials our members were facing. 
Therefore we were in the right position to get off on 
a good start with the new staff at the consulate. 


3: Noting the comparative advantages of Eastern 
chapter, with much more academicians in East. We 
decided on a capacity building project, the idea 
was to cover the education divide of kids born to 

Nigerians in the South and other part of China, thereby creating some quality labor hours of 
employment for Nigerians in the East as a stream of income. After expending so much funds to 
sustain it, the program had to be suspended for lack of adequate funding to pay our teachers and 
other admin staff. We could no longer keep funding it from individual finances, thus it was shelved.


4: However, as put of the insight gained during the setup, allowed us to put forward letters of 
observation and suggestive trial measures for families with employment, planning to enroll their 
kids in designated public schools or 
discounted legalized schools for Nigerians or 
other developing countries. 


5: In an unstable environment, rather than 
isolate ourselves as a Nationality, we joined 
other expats, on initiatives on how to 
overcome mental effects of lockdown and 
active ways to integrate into local life and 
expat communities.


6: In a time of heavy travel restrictions, NIDO 
EAST independently conceived the first ever 
Investment summit between the investment 
Bureau in Shanghai China and the Nigeria 
Asia Trade office China, on other non export/
import joint strategic investment cooperation. A summit that placed Nigeria in the good books in 
Shanghai and Eastern China right away and translated into goodwill. 



This has greatly widened the fronts by which 
the consulate/Trade office can engage on the 
Eastern part of China. Also this has increased 
the opportunities for entrepreneurs and those 
in gainful employment in their Visa application 
especially in Tech related on within the FTZ. 


7: The team strived to improve the local 
cultural environment for Nigerians as much as 
possible, and establish joint communication, 
friendship with locals as well as other non 
locals living in China; However, I must say we 
are still very silent in many provinces. 
Therefore we hope the next leadership will 

consider individuals in provinces that are capable of outreach to local parastatals not just the 
various Nigerian association there.


8: Media as we know is very vital in trying to mitigate 
misinformation, as such a lot of quality content 
representing the shared interest, deep bi-lateral 
engagement between Nigeria/China in diplomacy, cultural 
heritage, shared investment opportunities, appointment of 
new consular to China and ambassadors of China to 
Nigeria between both countries were promptly 
represented on the official website of NIDO EAST. This 
was achieved through the revision and redesign of the 
official website.The premise of organizations and 
institution’s evaluating NIDO EAST, was on the 
presentation on our platform. Though, we lost it as the 
previous owner had issues providing the login details. We 
still have a website controlled by us, that a new executive 
leadership can build on. Sadly this website represents the 
only official platform for Nigeria/ China from the Eastern 

front. So the new 
leadership should try to 
diversify its appeal not 
just to students or things 
academics only. 


9: The organization introduced a welfare program through its V.P 
at early stage of our term, the was to assist Nigerians living in 
precarious situation or who have suddenly found themselves 
without a home in whatever city, any of our members were. As 
usual our members donated all kinds of materials and food 
stuffs. Fostering a spirit of camaraderie in our organization. Such 
welfare programs, and a receptive Executive that sprung to 
action in mobilizing the kind nature of NIDO EAST members in 
helping one another.


Various successful welfare fundraiser reinforced the confidence 
of many Nigerians in China of NIDO EAST. The NIDO EAST 
members are one of the most kind spirited individuals in China. 
Due to their benevolence we were able to assist many members 
in dire medical situations or cost of academic emergencies. 



Almost amounting to thousands of RMB. The Fin Sec and welfare officer should have have the 
exact figures and specifics. We went from presenting all details about a Nigerian in need to 
divulging only few details about his tribe. Interestingly people from other tribes were first to throw 
support. Like reinforcing the belief they are not tribalistic. It cuts across all tribes. 


10: As part of new approach to a joint working relationship with other regions of NIDO China 
chapters. We had to allow the other chapters know, we may have a stronger structure but we are 
not trying to impose on anybody. Rather, we would like a unified organization that benefits all 
Nigerians. Fortunately, the leaders of South and North equally shared our thoughts on fostering a 

unified NIDO. Which has led to multiple Town Hall meetings, 
synchronized electoral timeline. And also addressing national issues 
jointly on some front. However, in my opinion, the nature of our 
missions and the dynamics of China requires all chapters remain 
independent, this shall ensure efficient dispensation of duties and 
tailored solution to problems peculiar with a region.


The above mentioned points cannot fully describe my thinking, the 
organization has its potentials and limitations but it also comes with 
financial baggages. 


The organization is yet to be legally registered thus any ambitious 
form of fund raiser from a notable organization is illegal in itself in 
China. However this is not to say we are not recognized, NIDO is 
constitutionally recognized with its own parastatal in FGN. 


NOTES & OBSERVATION 

In our first meet with the new consulate , we proposed a physical 
office for the organization. Either an independent location, to be fully 

absorbed by the consulate or an office at the consular. Am glad it didn’t sound far fetched. Thus 
the new leadership can explore this further, now that the consulate team has adapted.


From our public survey conducted, members voted strongly in favor of the organization remaining 
focussed on welfare, interestingly on capacity building.


Proposed contribution of dues is still not well received by members. As time goes on, i believe 
members may embrace the idea.


If a constructive form of stable income for the organization is not developed, this will greatly 
continue to limit its effectiveness. Therefore, i hope the next leadership gives it considerable 
thought.


It’s been an honor serving Nigerians in the China Diaspora, when a leadership approach captures 
diverse age group consisting of elites, businesses, organization. Then members begin to proudly 
associate themselves with the organization. The following is the financial cost incurred and 
expended while proffering solutions and on various  enabling awareness programs.


Debrief by: 
Mr. OKPOZAE GEOFFREY

President NIDO China (Eastern Chapter)

(2020-10-1 to 2022-9-31)




Project Name Time Gross Expenditures 
(excluding) Income

National Day Celebration 
(Venue, catering, transportation, 

service fees, Venue Banners 
etc.)

2020-10-1 -10,000 2000

Webinars, organization and 
management, Content Designs, 
content development, cost of 

outreach, fees, website designs 
etc.

2020-10-1 to 
2022-9-31 -8,000 1000

EDTECH Project: Salaries, 
Content designs, guidelines, 
Syllabus development, flight, 

virtual, platform, Subscriptions, 
marketing and publicity, admin 

personnel, etc.

2020-10-1 to 
2022-9-31 -60,000 4000

E-commerce Logistic 
operations 

2020-10-1 to 
2022-9-31

Operations paused due 
to high cost of Logistics 
and currency risk then

0

Website (domain/hosting 
renewal) 

www.nidoeastchina.org 
www.nidoeastcn.com 

2020-10-1 to 
2022-9-31 -1,400 1,400 (Execs 

contribution)

Total 2020-10-1 to 
2022-9-31 -79,400 8,400

NOTE

* Total net unrecoverable expenses: 71,000 RMB.

* Source of operating capital: President Okpozae G.O

* Net contribution 69,600 Rmb 

* These financial report is not inclusive of the expenses 
incurred by executives nor is this related to contributions 
handled by the organization’s financial Secretary on 
welfare contribution. 

Financial Cost Summary (Currency -RMB)
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